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The Design Basi s of an Electronic Mus ic Synthesizer

SUMMARY

lnitial ly this thesis examines the basic design cons¡derations of

electronic music synthesizers. lt is pointed out that, i rrespective

of how sophisticated the musical instrument, ¡t is necessary for

the operator to seìect sounds by means of physical tàu"t.ntr.

lf one of a large number of sounds is to be selected, then one

of that large number-of physical operations must be seìected by

the operator of the musical instrument. The impl ications of

using taperecording techniques is considered. lt is concluded that,

at the outset, a musical instrument should be designed as either a monìtored

instrument where the sounds are heard as they are being selected, or

as a programmed instrument where the instrument is adjusted at leisure

but without the benef¡t of hearing the corresponding sound at the

same time as the instrument is adjusted.

The thesis gives a design of a monitored music synthesizer. The design

of each unit is related tc¡ the basic design consîderations, The

question of how to interconnect the unîts is examined, as is the

relative importance of the sound sources and sound manipulators.

The designs of the individual units are very different, so that

different sounds are availabìe to the musician. The four sound sources

use , the time domain, freqqency domain, digital division and white

noise as bases for the design approach. The sound manipulators

produce lower frequency components as well as the nlore usual higher

frequency components, and a voìtage controlìed filter is described.



The control units use a variety of s.ources of control ¡ a hand operated

lever with three degrees of freedom, a keyboard where combinations of notes

as welì as pressure are used, a foot controller, and even the sound of

the voice is used. Two designs are given for reference oscillators which

can be used when adjustinþ the keyboard controllers.

Each of these units is designed so as to make'the greatest number of
sounds avaîlable to the musician.
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